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Start Your Essbase Cloud Experience on the Right Foot

Essbase Cloud has the power to simplify and streamline your Enterprise Performance Management (EPM), 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), and Hyperion applications. With the experience of our EPM Services 
Team, you can gain fixed-fee migration pricing and truncated timelines along with the following benefits:

Datavail’s disciplined methodology leverages over 200 years of combined Essbase expertise under one roof 
coupled with our collective desire to get the job done as quickly and cost effectively as possible for 
maximum ROI. Contact us today for a demonstration and overview.

Datavail is a specialized IT services company focused on Data Management with solutions in EPM, BI/DW, 
analytics, database administration, custom application development, and enterprise applications. Our EPM 
practice focuses on professional solutions and services for Oracle’s market-leading applications. We 
specialize in accelerated implementations, assessments and roadmaps, cloud migration plans, and 
managed services via our global delivery model.
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Datavail has been leading traditional 
tailored implementations of the Oracle 
Essbase solution for many years. 
We have incorporated that experience 
into this Rapid Essbase Start service. 

Our proven methodology for 
rapid application implementation

Deploy Oracle Essbase in weeks rather 
than months leveraging the Datavail 
Rapid Start approach.

Rapid time to value for your organization

The Rapid Start brings structure to 
the approach and to the underlying 
solution itself. This structure allows you 
to deploy quickly and with confidence.

Reduced implementation risk

The Datavail Rapid Start approach is 
designed to reduce the amount of 
consulting support needed to deploy 
your Oracle Essbase Cloud Service. 
This rapid project approach reduces 
the implementation costs and time to 
value and dramatically improves 
your ROI.

Lower implementation cost


